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Introduction 
ransforming education to best prepare learners for success in today’s 
world requires an intentional, coordinated approach throughout a learning 
community. Leadership sets the stage to create the enabling conditions for 
change, teams collaborate to develop educator capacity, and everyone—from 

the district office to the classroom—contributes to scale and sustain practices. 

Learning happens through life experiences—not just in the classroom. An authentic 
approach to learning enables students to use their strengths and interests so they can 
solve problems that matter to them, creating both strong problem solvers and creative 
innovators. At Altitude Learning, we know that relevant and authentic experiences allow 
learners to explore and understand interdisciplinary connections and apply their learning 
in real world contexts. We help educators bring authentic learning experiences to life so 
that learning within and beyond school walls is meaningful and manageable. Together 
we can engage all students as drivers in their learning, even when learning transcends 
the time and space of the classroom. 
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CHAPTER 1 

dmittedly, I have spent my entire career in schools. 
I was a student in public K-12 schools, went to a 
public university for undergraduate studies, went 
into teaching and became a school administrator in 

public schools, went to graduate school, and continued to run 
schools. Even so, throughout my journey as an educator I have 
known that classrooms function much differently than the world 
outside of formal education. Even as an employee in schools, 
I was never asked to complete worksheets or demonstrate 
competence through a multiple choice test. My contribution was 
in the form of service to others, requiring me to take initiative, 
identify and resolve challenges, and work collaboratively to build 
a safe and supportive community for all. 
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Leading the Way 
to Authentic Learning
By Dr. Devin Vodicka, Chief Impact Officer & 
Chief Academic Officer, Altitude Learning

Education is not preparation for life; Education is life itself

John Dewey



Leading the Way to Authentic Learning

CHAPTER 1 

tudents are also keenly aware of the differences between schools and the “real world,” as they often 
express concerns about a lack of relevance or potential application of their learning. As a result, 
increasingly schools are connecting learning with real-world problems to ensure relevance and 
promote meaningful engagement.  

In my view, when students are engaged in solving real-world problems they are engaged in authentic learning. 
This often takes the form of community-based, open-walled, experiential, collaborative, and interdisciplinary 
project-based learning. Unlike the formal education setting, the world is not divided into six periods per day of 
discrete subjects which are addressed in isolation from one another. 

Thus, when we seek to create authentic learning experiences it often creates tension with our industrial 
model of education. 

A School Environment that 
Translates to the Real World

S
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Leading the Way to Authentic Learning

CHAPTER 1 

n addition to addressing the operational challenges that arise as a result of these structural issues, school leaders 
can feel conflicted as it relates to understanding the effectiveness of these efforts in the context of traditional 
accountability systems. Which is more important—an improvement on a standardized test that measures discrete 
knowledge in the form of right and wrong answers, or a student’s ability to identify and address a meaningful 
problem that may have many possible solutions? 

Leaders can create clarity for themselves and their communities by identifying and referencing what I call a “Framework 
for the Future.” This includes a vision, mission, values, goals, roles and responsibilities, and a strategic plan. Importantly, 
these strategic considerations should be co-constructed with the broader learning community to ensure that they reflect 
the aspirations and intentions of all stakeholders. 

For simplicity, vision is the destination (where are we going?); mission is the why of the work; values describe how 
individuals will behave and interact with one another; goals are the what—progress markers to help inform the journey; 
roles and responsibilities indicate who will be charged with making progress; and the strategic plan is the when, or a 
roadmap to pace progress toward the desired vision for the future. 
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Leading the Way to Authentic Learning

CHAPTER 1 

In my experience, engaging in a process to identify and reference a common vision, mission, and values makes it clear 
that communities value authentic learning experiences. Consider these mission statement examples:

 Menlo Park City School District (Northern California)
  Welcome to the Menlo Park City School District. We are a community working together to inspire high academic 

achievement among all students, serve their needs, challenge their minds, and enrich their lives, laying a 
foundation for success and participation in our democratic society and as citizens of the world.

	 El	Segundo	Unified	School	District	(Southern	California)
  ESUSD is dedicated to providing students and the community with an optimum learning environment that prepares 

educated, productive, compassionate citizens to meet the challenges of a global society in the 21st century.

Very few constituents are satisfied with seat time and test scores as indicators of students’ future readiness. In order to 
actualize these mission statements, it is clear that learners must engage in authentic learning experiences. To be clear, both 
of these examples (and many others) are inclusive of an academic foundation that requires students to develop knowledge 
and skills including foundational capabilities in literacy and mathematics. With that said, they also are a call to action for 
school leaders and educators to emphasize essential skills such as compassion, problem-solving, and citizenship.

Leaders who are interested in serving their learners must continually reference the vision, mission, and values in their 
unique context to make decisions that align with the collective aspirations of the community. Orienting to this North Star 
is imperative to create the conditions for learner-centered education and to enable authentic learning experiences. 

    TO LEARN HOW Altitude Learning can support your district or school’s shift from a teacher to learner-centered 
model through our professional learning and comprehensive learning platform, visit www.AltitudeLearning.com.
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CHAPTER 2 

hink back to a time when you were learning something 
new that really stuck with you and made a lasting 
impact. How did you learn new skills? What were the 
conditions? What resources did you use? Why?  

As I work with diverse educators and talk with students about 
their own powerful learning experiences, there are common 
characteristics that surface, including:

    •  personal connections,
    •  opportunities to exert agency,
    •  clear goals and accountability,
    •  an inquiry-based approach,
    •  collaboration,
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When Learning 
Is Authentic
By Dr. Katie Martin, VP of Professional Learning, Altitude Learning

  •  authenticity,
  •  productive struggle,
  •  use of models, and
  •  time for critique, revision, 
     and reflection.



When Learning Is Authentic

CHAPTER 2 

Yet far too often we are focused on cramming for a test, covering textbook materials, averaging 
grades, isolated courses, memorizing facts and figures disconnected from application, and a one-
size-fits-all approach, which is too fast for some and too slow for others. The challenge I see today 
is that there is a misalignment between what we know—and have experienced as powerful learning—
and what we actually do in schools.

Creating alignment between authentic learning experiences and what we do in school is a critical 
aspect of a learner-centered model. It gives purpose and relevance to the knowledge and skills that 
students are learning and focuses on application rather than memorization. 

When we focus on learners we can create experiences that ignite curiosity, develop passion, and 
unleash genius. Learner-centered practices including PBL, community-based learning, real-world 
problem-solving, experiential learning, work-based and place-based learning, student portfolios and 
exhibitions, maker-spaces, and design-centered learning focus on how we learn. I am continually 
inspired by the many educators who work within the confines of an outdated system to create 
authentic learning experiences for their students while simultaneously pushing the boundaries to 
create new and better systems.
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When Learning Is Authentic

CHAPTER 2 

Connecting Our Aspirations to Practice
LEWISBURG SCHOOL: CREATING BETTER CITIZENS

ewisburg is a K-8 school in rural Kentucky where students engage in both 
exploratory programs to gain exposure to different experts and community 
members, and do their own passion projects to explore ideas that interest them 
and solve problems that they find important. Speaking to the middle school 
students, many of them shared how they loved the Ranger Academy where all 

students were able to choose topics of interest for exploration, such as sewing, building, 
cooking, and community service projects. 

They completed several student-led projects. One group shared that they had put on a fundraiser to raise money for 
Ally, a student who needed support for a health condition. Three girls put together a program called New Kids on the 
Block to ensure each new student had a person to connect and sit with at lunch along with a welcome bag of goodies 
to make them feel like part of the community. Another group recognized a need for increased organization in teachers’ 
workspaces and collaborated with their teachers to build them desk organizers. Although they acknowledge that 
sometimes it’s hard to collaborate with others and it can take a while to figure out how to do a project—not to mention 
get it right—they loved learning about new things, working from their strengths, meeting new people, seeing different 
perspectives, and above all, engaging in personally meaningful work addressing real challenges in their community.

As Paul Mullins, Superintendent of Logan County schools, shared with me, “We aren’t just creating students, we are 
creating better citizens.” I couldn’t agree more. In talking to these students, it was evident that they are already able to 
engage in our communities productively and work to make our communities a better place. 09

L We aren’t just creating students, 
we are creating better citizens.

Paul Mullins 
Superintendent of 

Logan County Schools



When Learning Is Authentic

CHAPTER 2 

CUBE SCHOOL: STUDENT EXPLORATION
At the CUBE School in Denver, CO, learning experiences are 
anchored in real-world contexts. Students build skills and learn 
core content through interdisciplinary projects they call “mash-
ups.” In the first humanities mash-up this year, Reading Is 
Power, students explored access to literature around the world.  
Combining ELA, AP human geography, and math, students read 
and wrote about world access to literature, and designed and 
built wooden libraries for real clients in the community. At the 
end of every term, CUBE School students participate in what 
they call an “accelerator,” a week-long intensive course run 
by a combination of CUBE educators and community experts. 
Students choose between many options including cooking, 
robotic arms, rock climbing, and music production. 
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As part of their “Reading Is Power” unit, Cube School students are making mini 
libraries for neighborhoods in Denver with limited access to literature.
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PIONEER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: DESIGNING FOR AUTHENTIC LEARNING
Authentic learning is often at odds with how we design learning experiences and accountability systems in 
school. It’s exciting to partner with school districts like Peninsula School District in Washington state to build 
upon their sense of community and tradition while creating a new school design informed by past insights 
with an eye toward the future. I am encouraged to see diverse stakeholders, including educators, community 
members, students, and families, work together to create a new school—aptly named Pioneer—where 
learning environments and systems are intentionally designed to align with their learner profile stated in the 
Peninsula Promise:

We develop learners who are:  

   •   Readers, writers, scientists, and mathematicians
   •   Artists, performers, innovators, and creators
   •   Responsible, ethical citizens and critical thinkers
   •   Contributors, communicators, and skilled users of technology

To achieve these aspirations, the Altitude Learning team is working with Peninsula School District to develop 
assessment tools and practices based on their design principles. These tools, including report cards, 
student-led conferences and exhibitions, and overall metrics of success, reflect mastery of social emotional 
skills and mindsets in addition to rigorous academic content knowledge. With their vision and principles 
at the forefront, they are designing a schedule, resources, and collaboration time to facilitate the authentic 
experiences that grow and nurture the whole child. These include interdisciplinary STEM projects, multi-
age groupings, family and community relationships, and removal of barriers ensures access to high quality 
experiences for all learners. 11

   •   Caring, compassionate, and confident humans
   •   Collaborators and community partners
   •   Able to connect knowledge - character - action



When Learning Is Authentic

CHAPTER 2 

Why Authentic Learning Matters
f you recall your own impactful learning experiences, you will likely acknowledge that it wasn’t always a clear 
path from point A to point B, and you learned through trial and error, multiple inputs, and experience. The desire 
to accomplish a goal can be immensely motivating. As such, authentic learning is about creating the context for 
developing skills because they are critical to a task and individual growth. The schools and districts I highlighted have 
intentionally chosen to create authentic learning experiences that prioritize learners and integrate basic skills aligned 

to standards, and put them in a context that matters. Engaging in authentic projects not only allows students to improve in 
their numeracy, reading, speaking, writing, and critical thinking, they are also engaged in activities that require them to use 
these skills in ways that are authentic and meaningful. 

    INTERESTED IN bringing learner-centered practices to your school? We meet you where you are and partner 
every step of the way from district and school transformation to classroom implementation. Get in touch with 
our team at partners@altitudelearning.com.
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CHAPTER 3 

he El Segundo Unified School District (ESUSD) 
embraces innovative practice for student 
growth and empowerment. The District motto, 
Transforming Education for a Changing World, 

highlights a focus on the true transformation needed for 
students to be successful in a vastly different world than 
previously known. A member of the prestigious League of Innovative Schools, ESUSD is constantly 
seeking to learn, grow and improve their practice to be a leader in education innovation.
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Realizing Personalized, 
Student-Centered Learning
By Jack Plotkin, Director of Innovation & Student Support Services and 
Sean Brandlin, Personalized Learning Specialist, El Segundo Unified School District



El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

GOALS
  • Cultivate student competencies and attributes on the ESUSD Graduate Profile.
  • Increase student motivation, agency, and sense of empowerment through student centered learning.

APPROACH
  •  Collaborate to develop core aspects of what personalized, student-centered learning should look like in ESUSD.
  •  Generate enthusiasm around their proprietary approach, AMP’d Learning, to represent features of 

Autonomy, Mastery, and Purpose in learning tasks. 
  •  Partner with Altitude Learning to facilitate the core components of AMP’d Instruction, which centers on 

authentic learning tasks, mastery learning, targeted instruction, student ownership, and flexible pacing.
  •  Support teacher practice through a partial-release “Personalized Learning Specialist” who provides 

coaching and support, along with Altitude Learning coaches.

RESULTS
  •  Shifted focus of learning from teacher-centered to student-centered using walkthrough protocol; 

observed opportunities for mastery learning, targeted instruction, flexible pacing, and student ownership.
  •  Per student survey data, observations, and interviews, increased student-reported levels of motivation 

and sense of purpose in their learning.
  •  Per student records and goal-setting data, observed development of Graduate Profile attributes, CASEL 

competencies, and academic growth.
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

Seeking to best equip and empower students, ESUSD engaged in a comprehensive and ongoing dialogue 
with students, teachers, families, industry leaders, and the surrounding business community to develop 
key competencies on the ESUSD Graduate Profile. The profile highlights attributes students’ need to 
be successful in college and career in the digital age and beyond, and includes competencies such as 
“Global Collaborator and Leader” and “Creative and Critical Thinker.” The Graduate Profile seeks to develop 
students who will achieve, succeed, and contribute positively to our world.
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We visited multiple schools
 using all kinds of learning 
management systems, and 

ultimately all came to a consensus 
around the Altitude Platform.

Kim Stern 
Sixth grade language 
and literature teacher



El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

Tasked with nurturing these 
attributes with students as young as 
kindergarteners, the district recognized 
the need to push for more robust, 
personalized, student-centered 
education. The district began by bringing 
a core group of educators together to 
outline what student-centered learning 
should look like in ESUSD, ultimately 
developing its AMP’d Learning Model. 
AMP’d Learning calls out opportunities 
for student Autonomy, Mastery, and sense 
of Purpose in their learning in order to 
increase their engagement and agency.
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

On the instructional side, ESUSD 
educators recognized authentic learning 
tasks being the critical pedagogical 
feature, and highlighted the need for 
mastery learning, targeted instruction, 
student ownership, and flexible pacing to 
support authentic learning.
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

Putting AMP’d Teaching and Learning 
into Practice

group of 11 teachers spanning three schools and teaching from grades 5 to 9 began to collaborate 
regularly around delivering this model. To support their work, ESUSD needed an experienced partner and 
a robust platform to facilitate these learning features. They ultimately partnered with Altitude Learning 
who offered the greatest level of support with the most effective learning platform. Sixth grade language 
and literature teacher Kim Stern describes the district’s process: “We visited multiple schools using all 

kinds of learning management systems, and ultimately all came to a consensus around the Altitude Platform.”

Her teacher partner, Jake Booterbaugh, who teaches sixth and eighth grade language and literature, agrees: “We just 
found it easiest for kids to use, easiest for us to learn, and most effective in our work toward personalized learning.” 
The teachers and administrators using the platform convene monthly and meet regularly not only with Altitude 
Learning coaches, but with the district’s own personalized learning specialist, Sean Brandlin.
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

In its first year of use, the cohort of ESUSD teachers are continually refining their units and lessons and 
continuing to capitalize on platform features. For example, sixth grade math teacher Carley Finkel utilizes the 
Altitude Learning platform to implement activities that focus on strategically targeted instruction and mastery 
learning based on formative data she acquires. She utilizes pre-assessments related to math concepts 
and then provides multiple pathways based on achievement levels, providing small group and individual 
instruction for the few who need more help, while accessing enrichment for those ready to delve deeper.
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

Students are able to self-select the appropriate 
learning activity based on their assessment 
result. She notes the increase in student agency: 
“Students feel more purposeful in their learning 
because they can utilize their strengths as well 
as recognize areas where they need to grow and 
work on mastering them.”

20

Students feel more purposeful in 
their learning because they can utilize 

their strengths as well as recognize 
areas where they need to grow and 

work on mastering them.

Carley Finkel
Sixth grade math teacher
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CHAPTER 3 

Similarly, 9th grade English teacher Samantha Slama provides 
opportunities for student ownership and reflection. Her 
students recently participated in a fishbowl discussion/
Socratic seminar about the novel Lord of the Flies. Students 
participated in collaborative groups and were tasked with 
evaluating their individual contributions as well as those of their 
partners. Students then took that feedback and completed a 
self-assessment in the Altitude Learning platform. Ms. Slama 
highlighted, “It’s great to see students reflecting, sharing 
valuable feedback with their peers, and fully taking ownership 
of their learning. The platform has really facilitated that piece.”

Fifth grade teacher Dana Brooks noted, “Within each authentic 
task, there are elements of voice and choice and the learning 
experiences provide students with differentiated resources as 
well as flexible pacing. Throughout a given unit, we can use 
assessment data per a formative check delivered through the 
Altitude Learning platform to pull together small groups of 
students that require extra support.”
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CHAPTER 3 

Boosting	Efficacy	and	Engagement	
Through Authentic Learning Experiences

reliminary data show gains in both teacher sense of efficacy and student engagement. As sixth and 
eighth grade language and literature teacher Jake Booterbaugh states, “I strive to create meaningful 
and purposeful learning experiences where students are afforded voice and choice in how they can 
demonstrate their understanding of the material and overall growth. The Altitude Learning platform 
allows me to tailor my lessons for each individual student based on their strengths, areas where they can 

grow, and showcase their learning through multiple avenues.” 

AMP’d Learning teachers recognize that parents are also a vital component of the learning process. Sixth and 
seventh grade science teacher Erin Bender highlighted parent engagement in her classroom: “The Altitude Learning 
platform allows me to engage parents in the learning process as opposed to just the final end-of-unit product. 
Through the Stream feature, students can share their goals, assessment results, writing samples, and projects 
home. As we are working with students to develop more autonomy, the platform allows parents to remain connected 
to the classroom and their child’s learning experiences.”
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CHAPTER 3 

Teachers anecdotally report increased levels 
of observed engagement, and the school will 
formally measure engagement levels on student 
surveys and focus groups at year end. So far, 
students who may have had more traditional 
models in the past shared their own increased 
levels of motivation. “It’s different this year 
because we get to control how we learn and 
reflect on what we are learning,” an eighth 
grader pointed out. “We get to play a bigger part 
in our learning and focus on different things 
that may interest us. For instance, we recently 
were able to play a game about our rights and 
protections in the Bill of Rights. Then we got to 
choose one of the amendments to explore more 
as well as review landmark court cases. This 
was much more engaging and we learned more 
than simply filling out a worksheet.”
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El Segundo Unified School District Partner Profile
Realizing Personalized, Student-Centered Learning

CHAPTER 3 

Having generated significant buzz around the innovative work of the teachers, the power of the platform, and 
the excitement of students, ESUSD looks to expand its AMP’d Learning implementation into a fourth school in 
2020-21 and increase the number of teachers opting into the model.
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We get to play a bigger part in our learning and focus on different things that may interest us. We 
recently were able to play a game about our rights and protections in the Bill of Rights. Then we 
got to choose one of the amendments to explore more as well as review landmark court cases. 

This was much more engaging and we learned more than simply filling out a worksheet.”

Eighth grade student

    GET IN TOUCH to learn more about how Altitude Learning’s customized solutions can accelerate your 
shift to authentic learning experiences, informed learner agency, competency-based assessment, and 
more. Contact us at partners@altitudelearning.com.
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